IMPACT IN 2022

2,291 students
779 Volunteers
13,000 participants at community events
8 High School interns summer & Fall
1 Farm Apprentice for 7 months
19 - Newark urban farmer training participants
8 teen bomba-inspired classes
New food access programs at Neighborhood House and so much more...
OUR MISSION

GROW IT GREEN MORRISTOWN PROMOTES COMMUNITY HEALTH THROUGH URBAN AGRICULTURE, DISCOVERY-BASED LEARNING AND EQUITABLE FRESH FOOD ACCESS.
Profiles of Participants
Students of all Ages

- Participated in Wellness Days and Science Days with Supplies Funded by Morris Educational Foundation
- Full Year of LLC Preschool Student Lessons at Farm
- Kindergarten Summer School Programs- New in 2022
- Preschool Programs at Shalom Yeladim and Presbyterian Preschool
- Work Study Program with MHS Students at Community Garden

"I am an educator in Morristown as a teacher at the high school, and a director at the kindergarten summer school. In the past year, my older students had the opportunity to volunteer at the Early Street Garden, and my kindergartners were able to take field trips to the Urban Farm. At both locations, the staff was welcoming and fostered enriching nature based activities. Jenna went out of her way to create a nurturing, educational environment for my students of all ages to develop a deeper connection to the farms and nature."
During a very challenging year with drought and high temperatures, adjustments were made to continue to make fresh food accessible. Food prices skyrocketed this year, making fresh food even more challenging for community families.

Discussions with Neighborhood House this summer about new programs revealed supply chain challenges in the fall for fresh food for their hot meal and snack programs. We began selling them produce below cost. "The kids are inhaling the produce- they love it!" was the response in the first week. We have plans to work with their chef next year as well!
PROFILES OF PARTICIPANTS

COMMUNITY PARTNERS - FRESH FOOD PROGRAMS

- 6,500 LBS. OF PRODUCE DONATED
- SUPPLY SHORTAGES SOLUTIONS
- LOW COST PRODUCE PROGRAMS TO NEWARK SAS & NEIGHBORHOOD HOUSE
- 24 FAMILIES WITH 21 WKS. OF FREE PRODUCE AT FARM

Atlantic Health System
"I loved taking my children (2 & 5) to Tyke Time. It encouraged us to talk about the food we eat, and we even started our own garden at home. They even tried and loved Sugar Snap peas from the farm stand!"

"Our 2 children (now 4 and 6) have been participating in Tyke Time for the past 2 years. We love the engagement, crafts, engaging staff, and general community feel at Grow It Green. Our kids learn tons about variety of topics and have fun in the process. We highly recommend the classes and continue to support and participate in the organization's activities."
"I love knowing where the food is grown. Having volunteered on the farm in the past, I really appreciate the hard work and care taken to grow these delicious local veggies! I love that so much is also given to local food charities and that SNAP dollars go further for families. Farmer Shaun and the team are a blessing."

"We are learning so much, from how to identify vegetables by their leaves to enjoying new recipes. I love our CSA!"
Emanuel was recently selected as one of ten applicants nationally to be a Power in Land, Agriculture, Climate and Equity (PLACE) Fellow for the National Young Farmers Coalition!

He is actively working with us and collaborative partners to increase food access in Dover, his hometown. Dover is the only town in Morris County designated as a food desert this year. The town and schools do not currently have community garden programs, and we are working to change that!
"Farming is hard, fun, accomplishing and I really love it."
"Like many places, you are scared walking in, cause you don't know anyone. The people you meet are the ones that make it all better. I built friendships that I'll probably have forever."

"What surprised me the most? How much I loved it!"
"It's a great kind of small community- a great place to learn."
"Cucumbers are my favorite to harvest. I don't know why the cucumbers- but it's usually quiet and it's soothing."

"It's make you get to know new people and different people- they are way different- and that's good for me."

"This had me more in tune with nature. It opens you and makes you want to do more outdoors."
PROFILES OF PARTICIPANTS
EARLY STREET COMMUNITY GARDEN

- 83 Garden Plots/14% subsidized plots; Community beds for spectrum, Morris County Hispanic American Chamber of Commerce, Neighborhood House, St. Margaret’s, MHS Colonial L.I.F.E. and Wind of the Spirit
- New changes to expand & create new publicly accessible spaces to engage more of the public
- Fresh produce shared in donation bin on Early Street
- Seed and sprout swap and share public event in spring
- Community free yoga & Qi Gong classes, youth gardener craft activities, public garden lesson and Winter Solstice Celebration at ESCG parklet with yoga, gratitude practice and intention setting

"I grew up as a kid in an apartment and always wanted to have a garden. Gardening here is a dream come true."
IMPROVED ACCESSIBILITY TO FARM WITH REDESIGN OF FARM ENTRANCE

NEW WORK STUDY PROGRAM WITH MHS STUDENTS
  ○ “The Community Garden was welcoming and very open. Volunteering there was cool because it reminds me of being a kid.”
  ○ “It was calming being at the Urban Farm, and it was enjoyable to be with my friends and looking at the beautiful plants.”

COHOME PARTNERSHIP RECYCLING COLLECTION VOLUNTEERING AT SEEDLING SALE

URBAN FARM AS SITE FOR MENTAL HEALTH ASSOCIATION PEOPLE’S PICNIC TABLE PROJECT

MORRIS YOUTH SHELTER VOLUNTEERING AT FARM

COLONIAL L.I.F.E TRANSITION STUDENTS PROGRAM EXTENDED TO SUMMER

NEW PRESCHOOL SUMMER PROGRAMMING WITH STUDENTS AT LLC
  ○ “I am an educator in Morristown as a teacher at the high school, and a director at the kindergarten summer school. In the past year, my older students had the opportunity to volunteer at the Early Street Garden, and my kindergartners were able to take field trips to the Urban Farm. At both locations, the staff was welcoming and fostered enriching nature based activities. Jenna went out of her way to create a nurturing, educational environment for my students of all ages to develop a deeper connection to the farms and nature.”

○
COMMUNITY EVENTS

ALFRESCO AT THE FARM

435 attendees/volunteers

5 new farm education stations increased participation & completion of the whole passport!

Stations planned to reach multiple ages of children

Increased attendance more representative of neighborhood

Pizza donated by millie’s Old World Meatballs & Pizza using grow it green produce

Added apples from a local farm which were a big hit!

Free for community due to generous support of Kings food markets!
COMMUNITY EVENTS

WINTER FARMERS MARKET

- 12,350 PARTICIPANTS IN 2021-2022 SEASON AT NEW LOCATION AT CONVENT TRAIN STATION PARKING LOT
- MOVE CREATED GREATER ACCESS WITH INCREASED TRANSIT OPTIONS
- 43 LOCAL VENDORS- INCREASED NUMBER OF WOMAN AND MINORITY OWNED VENDORS

"Thank you so much for moving the market. I stopped coming last year, because it was so hard for me to get up the ramp. It really means a lot that you moved to this new location." -Winter Market shopper

"The grouchiness & bad tempers I too often see these days at supermarkets were nowhere to be found. Happiness is all around at the Morris Winter Market."
COMMUNITY EVENTS

GREEN SPACES AS PLACES TO HEAL AND GATHER

- PARTNERED WITH STORYTELLING ARTS AND MORRIS ARTS AS AN OUTSIDE VENUE FOR PERFORMANCE ART TITLED "UNTOLD STORIES"
- REACHED OVER 120 PARTICIPANTS PARTNERING WITH MORRIS COUNTY HISPANIC AMERICAN CHAMBER OF COMMERCE WITH 2 NEW COMMUNITY EVENTS TO CELEBRATE HISPANIC HERITAGE MONTH WITH SPANISH YOGA SESSION AND A CULTURAL CELEBRATION EXPLORING AFRO-PUERTO RICAN DRUMMING AND A NUTRITION SESSION ON THE ORIGINS OF CORN

All elements of these events celebrated the diversity of Morris Community, including the musicians, and the food vendors.
COMMUNITY OF LEARNING

NEW COMMUNITY OUTREACH PROGRAMS

• PILOTED NEWARK URBAN FARMER TRAINING PROGRAM - 19 NEWARK URBAN FARMERS CAME TO THE GREENHOUSE AND FARM FOR 5 TRAINING SESSIONS TO SHARE KNOWLEDGE AND PRACTICE NEW SKILLS

• SCOUT PROJECTS: MENTORED 1 GIRL SCOUT TROOP TO HELP THEM ACHIEVE THEIR BRONZE AWARDS BY BUILDING A NEW POLLINATOR GARDEN ACCESSIBLE TO THE NEIGHBORHOOD AROUND THE URBAN FARM

• PLAYED A ROLE IN TWO "SOW WHAT" JOURNEYS LEADING TO GIRL SCOUT GOLD AWARDS THE HIGHEST ACHIEVEMENT WITHIN GIRL SCOUTS WITH PROJECTS AIMED AT THE IMPACT OF LOCAL FOOD CHOICES

• FIRST TIME PARTICIPATING IN MORRISTOWN COMMUNITY HEALTH DAY
“This was my first day at Grow it Green, Morristown. We were assisting with harvesting bell peppers & various tomatoes. We even got to uproot carrots and take one home! An incredible immersive and educational experience. I thoroughly enjoyed my time on the farm. I was delighted by the other volunteers and customers, especially those that brought their children as I feel it sows an important seed from an early stage about sustainable food sources. The Grow It Green staff were exceptionally welcoming; I learned so much from them. It’s unfitting to call them staff, because my experience there felt so much more personal. I am pleased to be part of Grow It Green and look forward to returning in Spring :).”

- Action Scholar Intern
COMMUNITY OF LEARNING

- Action Scholar Interns from Drew University & Dietician Students from Saint Elizabeth return to Farm and Greenhouse
- Farmer Shaun received national recognition for outstanding environmental education from the Garden Club of America
- Town of Morristown declared August 16th as Farmer Shaun Day in recognition of his impact on local students, environment and food access
- "Local gardens across the country share USDA’s goals of building more diversified and resilient local food systems, empowering communities to come together around expanding access to healthy food, addressing climate change and advancing equity." - Early Street designated as USDA People’s Garden!
COMMUNITY OF LEARNING
SUSTAINABILITY UPDATES

- FIRST FULL YEAR WITH MOVEABLE HIGH TUNNEL
- NEW LOWERING AND LEANING VERTICAL GROWING SYSTEM FOR TOMATO PRODUCTION
- BUILT A DRY WELL AT OUR WASH AND PACK STATION
- USAGE OF SILAGE TARPS TO TERMIMATE WEEDS AND SPEED UP TURNOVER OF CROPS
- SHADE CLOTHS OVER TUNNELS AND AT GREENHOUSE HELP WITH WATER CONSERVATION AND PROTECT CROPS AND PEOPLE FROM HEAT
- BUILT STATIC AERATION COMPOSTER AS PART OF NEW COMPOST SYSTEM AT GARDEN POWERED FROM SOLAR PAVILION
- NEW POLLINATOR GARDEN BUILT OUTSIDE FARM FENCE FOR LOCAL NEIGHBORS TO ENJOY AND CUT FLOWERS
- UPDATED THE URBAN FARM HERB AND FLOWER GARDEN TO INCREASE VARIETY
- NEW RAIN GARDEN TO BE BUILT AT COMMUNITY GARDEN
WHAT WILL WE DO IN '23!

- Early Street Community Garden - new engaging public space
- New land to farm in Mendham to increase production and variety
- Increasing demand for educational opportunities - calendar is packed with Morris School District trips and lessons
- New collaborative internships
- Afterschool programs for teens
- Deepening relationship with partners
- Doubling food share program with Newark SAS
- Creating food access programs in Dover
- What more will your funding and participation make possible?